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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a new accelerated down-
load mechanism for huge data such as rich contents that can
reduce the download time by about seventy percent as compared
with the conventional manual operation.
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I. I

The rich contents such as movies and music transmitted
over the Internet have been increasing due to the explosive
growth of Web services and the bandwidth of network. Also,
larger files are exchanged over the Internet with Peer to Peer
application. Then, the flash crowd problem have surfaced as
the number of users who access to the Internet [1]. When file
size is large, it is difficult to predict the number of accesses
in flash crowd from the number of accesses in ordinary times.
Therefore, many load-balancing methods such to deliver the
large files to a lot of people have been proposed.

In this paper, we propose a new accelerated download
mechanism for large data stored in multiple mirrors. Our pro-
posed scheme includes prefetching, automatic optimal mirror
selection, and protocol conversion. In the proposed scheme,
we measure the response time from the client to all mirror
servers. This enables us to save the time to download contents.
However considering the delivery of HDTV movie contents,
the file size is equivalent to several GBytes. Therefore, the
download time increases even if such scheme is used. Then,
we apply prefetching technology to this problem. By applying
prefetching, it can reduce the feeling download time. More-
over, we propose protocol conversion technology in order to
improve the real download time.

In this research, we mount these systems as a proxy and
evaluate their performance. Implementation result shows the
proposed scheme can reduce the download time by about
seventy percent as compared with the conventional manual
operation.

II. C S

Several mirror server selection schemes have been proposed
for delivering the large files to a lot of people. The First one
is server initiation type such as DNS (Domain Name Server)
Filter and Round Robin [2] where requests from client are
distributed automatically at server side. The Second is client
initiation type where mirror server list is given to the client
and the client selects the optimal mirror server. The former
is chiefly used for the Web server and the streaming server,
and has the advantage of transparency, i.e. the client need
not consider the mirror server. But the client’s request is not
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Fig. 1. Prefetching Procedure of Proposed Scheme.

always forwarded to the nearest mirror server. And also when
the domain is different, this method cannot be used. While, the
latter is used to deliver the software in Sorceforge.net. If there
are a lot of mirror servers, the links to each mirror server with
country information are often shown to client. The client have
to select the best mirror server based on past experience and
knowledge, but the client’s request is not always forwarded to
the nearest mirror server.

III. P S

In our proposed system the clients are connected to the
contents server via prefetching proxy server. And there are
a lot of mirror servers which store large files. Our proposed
system is composed of prefetching, automatic optimal mirror
selection, and protocol conversion. We show that our proposed
scheme can greatly reduce the download time.

A. Mirror Selection Scheme& Prefetching

We propose an automatic optimal mirror selection scheme
which selects the nearest mirror server among a lot of mirror
servers. Figure 1 shows the procedure of our proposed scheme.
First, a client accesses a web server through a prefetching
proxy server (procedure 1) . Second, in response to client’s
access, a prefetching proxy server analyzes the HTML doc-
ument received from Web server, and extracts the links to
all mirror servers (procedure 2) . Third, a prefetching proxy
server selects a download link with shortest response time
(procedure 3) . Fourth, a prefetching proxy server requests
content to the mirror server with shortest response time. A
prefetching proxy server prefetches the content and stores in
cache (procedure 4) . Fifth, if a client clicks the link, the
content will be downloaded from prefetching proxy server
instead of Web server (procedure 5) . Our system can shorten
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Fig. 2. Experimental system of our proposed scheme.

the real download time by selecting the optimal mirror server.
And also, we can reduce the feeling download time by
prefetching the content. Well then, how to select an optimal
mirror server is an important issue in our system. We examine
two methods such as ping and netselect.

1) Ping: Ping is a program that diagnoses TCP/IP net-
works such as the Internet and Intranet. In this research, we
select the mirror server based on the web access time measured
by ping packets. Ping packets are transmitted to all mirror
servers after prefetching proxy server extracts the link of all
mirror servers, and RTT are measured. After that, prefetching
proxy server selects the optimal mirror server.

2) netselect: Netselect is a command to select the nearby
mirror server. To use netselect, we have to give the list of mir-
ror servers as the argument. After we set the list, the scores of
each mirror server are calculated. Then the mirror server which
has the shortest web access time is selected automatically. The
calculating formula of the score is as follows. In this research,
we employ netselect to select the optimal mirror server of rich
contents. The scores are calculated by computing RTT, the
number of hops and the download time.

tmp=
Total RTT ∗ Number o f transmission packets

Number o f receiving packets
(1)

score= tmp +
(tmp ∗ Number o f minimum hops)

10
(2)

First, tmp is calculated by formula (1). Second, score is
calculated by formula (2) using the result of formula (1). By
the above formulas. Netselect selects the mirror server which
have the minimum score [3].
B. Protocol conversion

Most of the Internet models is Server-Client model by
HTTP. Because the request from the client to the contents
server is very small signal, there is little possibility that a long
delay is generated. But when the content size is very large,
the delay increases. So, we propose the protocol conversion
scheme to save the real download time. This indicates that
HTTP requests are transparently alternated by other protocol
such as P2P or FTP.

IV. E

We evaluate the mirror server selection time and the
download time on our experimental system. Figure 2 shows
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Fig. 3. The effect of Prefetching proxy.

the experimental system of our proposed scheme. There are
seven clients connected with the prefetching proxy servers
respectively. In this evaluation, since we need many large
files distributed in a lot of world wide mirror servers, we use
sourceforge.net as the contents server. The object comparison
is the time that man downloads the file from the contents
server described by HTML with a lot of mirror servers. After
this, the total download time indicates the time which include
the mirror server selection time and download time. Figure 3
shows the total download time versus the file size. We evaluate
the total download time about the six cases. The performance
of proposed scheme is greatly improved in total download
time compared with the conventional scheme in all case. The
conventional scheme falils to select the mirror server which
has the shortest web access time when the number of mirror
servers increase. However, our proposed scheme can select
the optimal mirror server quickly even in that case and also
prefetching the content. That is the reason we can reduce the
total download time greatly compared with the conventional
scheme. In our proposed scheme, it is possible to reduce the
download time by about seventy percent as compared with the
conventional scheme.

V. C

In this paper, we have proposed a new accelerated download
mechanism for huge data such as rich contents that can reduce
the download time by about seventy percent as compared with
the conventional manual operation.
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